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assembly of isoxazoles via a four-
component domino reaction†

Yuanyuan Zhao,‡a Xinyue Li,‡a Simon L. Homölle, b Bin Wang *abc

and Lutz Ackermann *b

Multicomponent domino reactions via electrochemical annulations have emerged as a robust strategy for

the rapid assembly of heterocyclics. Herein, an electrochemical annulation via a [1 + 2 + 1 + 1] four-

component domino reaction was accomplished in a user-friendly undivided cell setup to assemble

valuable five-membered isoxazole motifs. Our approach is characterized by a high level functional group

tolerance and operational simplicity, avoiding the tedious and time-consuming preparation of pre-

functionalized substrates. Detailed mechanistic studies were conducted including isotopic labeling,

kinetic studies, cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis, and intermediate characterization, providing support for

a radical pathway.
Introduction

Domino reactions1 have emerged as powerful transformative
strategies for the highly efficient construction of ve-, six-, and
seven-membered heterocycles.2 Despite undeniable progress,
the presence of sacricial chemical oxidants (e.g., Ag2O) and
tedious operating procedures are generally indispensable in
these processes. However, since the success of Kolbe electrolysis
in 1847,3 electricity has consistently been recognized as a green,
cost-effective, and sustainable redox equivalent, and it has
found widespread use in accessing desired targets, particularly
in their renaissance during the last few years.4 Notably, electro-
organic synthesis, particularly the electrochemical annulation
strategy, holds distinctive advantages such as operational
simplicity and the utilization of sustainable electricity. This
avenue in organic chemistry shows promise, offering abundant
opportunities for the development of novel organic reaction
methods, encompassing the synthesis of C–O, C–N, and C–C
bonds.4f,g

Isoxazoles represent important structural motifs.5 These ve-
membered heterocyclic compounds containing a weak N–O
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bond have gained recognition as relevant building blocks in
approved pharmaceutical drugs,6a bioactive molecules,6b crop
protection,6c and natural products (Fig. 1).6d As such, several
strategies have been developed for the successful synthesis of
isoxazoles, for instance the Claisen condensation (Scheme 1a),7

cyclo-isomerization (Scheme 1b),8 and 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition
(Scheme 1c).9 These approaches have benetted from signi-
cant contributions by the research groups of Claisen,7 Willis,8

Kittakoop,9a Fokin,9b and others.10 However, these strategies
have considerable limitations, such as the use of expensive and
environmentally toxic transition metal catalysts (e.g. rhodium,
and palladium), the requirement of pre-functionalized
substrates, and having a low functional group tolerance.
Recently, several innovative multicomponent strategies leading
to substituted isoxazoles have been reported. These approaches
involve diverse intermediates such as a-alkynyl ketoximes11a

and nitrostyrolenes.11b These consecutive transformations
within these multicomponent systems simplify the process of
creating intricate heterocyclic compounds from simple starting
materials, highlighting the potential of one-pot multicompo-
nent reactions.

Inspired by our previously successful approach for alkene
cycloaddition,12 we herein present a novel four-component
domino reaction utilizing electricity as an environmentally
friendly oxidant for the efficient assembly of valuable ve-
Fig. 1 Examples of bearing isoxazoles with versatile functions.
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Scheme 1 Synthetic methods of isoxazoles.
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membered isoxazole skeletons (Scheme 1d). The distinctive
features of this strategy include: (a) the rst electro-oxidative [1
+ 2 + 1 + 1] cycloaddition, (b) identication and characterization
of key b-carbonyl ketoxime intermediates, (c) use of H2O as an
unusual oxygen source, and (d) detailed mechanistic insights
through isotopic labelling, kinetic investigations, CV analysis,
and intermediate reactivity studies.
Results and discussion
Optimization of the reaction conditions

We started our studies with 4-cyanobenzaldehyde (1a) and
styrene (2a), in the presence of tert-butyl nitrite (TBN, 3), as
model substrates, and H2O in a user-friendly undivided cell
setup using a graphite felt (GF) anode and a platinum plate (Pt)
cathode (refer to Table 1 and S1 in the ESI for details). The
solvent of the reaction has great inuence on the yield and
selectivity of the target. For instance, when employing solvents
containing hydroxyl groups like hexauoroisopropanol or tert-
Table 1 Optimization of the reaction conditionsa

Entry Deviation and standard conditions Yield [4]b

1 None 62
2 CH3CN instead of DMF 21
3 n-Bu4NPF6/LiBr instead of n-Bu4NBr 25/61
4 AcOH instead of TFA 40
5 No current 8
6 CCE = 5 mA 35
7 Pt(+) I GF(−) 54
8 t = 4 h/10 h 38/61
9 T = 80 °C 52

a Reaction conditions: 1 (0.75 mmol), 2 (2.25 mmol), 3 (2.25 mmol), n-
Bu4NBr (0.75 mmol), TFA (1.50 mmol), solvent (3.0 mL), 100 °C, 6–
9 h, constant current electrolysis (CCE) at 10 mA, GF electrodes
(10 mm × 10 mm × 6 mm), Pt electrodes (10 mm × 0 mm × 0.25
mm). b Yield of the isolated product, TFA = triuoroacetic acid.
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butanol, the desired product cannot be obtained. Instead, the
system primarily facilitates the oxidation of the substrate,
styrene, to form benzonitrile (Table S1†). The best solvent
system was found to be a mixture of DMF and H2O (2 : 1)
(entries 1 and 2). Interestingly, LiBr as an electrolyte exhibited
better electron transfer efficiency than n-Bu4NPF6 but was,
however, slightly inferior to n-Bu4NBr, suggesting the potential
signicance of the bromine anion in the synthesis (entry 3).13

The introduction of acid into the reaction system proved to be
advantageous for the reaction efficiency, with triuoroacetic
acid (TFA) being optimal (entry 4).14 Control experiments
conrmed the indispensable role of electricity while also sug-
gesting the dual functionality of TBN as both the substrate and
oxidation agent (entries 5–6). Through electrode optimization
experiments, it has been demonstrated that utilizing platinum
as a cathode yields superior outcomes (entry 7). Under constant
current conditions, The reaction time signicantly inuences
the formation of the desired target product 4 (entry 8 and
Fig. S12, see ESI†). Broadly, the reaction progress can be cate-
gorized into three distinct stages. Initially, within the rst 2
hours, the reaction system predominantly experiences an
induction period, characterized by a product concentration
below 0.02 M. Subsequently, spanning from 2 to 6 hours, the
system enters a developmental phase, witnessing an increase in
product concentration from 0.02 M to 0.155 M. Finally, beyond
6 hours, the system stabilizes into an equilibrium period.
Moreover, altering the reaction temperature within certain
limits did not signicantly compromise the efficacy of the
reaction 1a (entry 9).
Mechanistic studies

Several meticulously designed experiments were conducted to
elucidate the potential reaction mechanism. These were
subsequently monitored by nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (NMR spectroscopy), High Resolution Mass Spec-
trometry (HR-MS), and Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectrometry (GC-MS) (for detailed information, refer to Fig. 2,
S1–S8, Schemes S1 and S2 in the ESI†). Under standard condi-
tions, isoxazole 4 was obtained with a yield of 62% (Table 1,
entry 1). However, when 1.0 equivalent of 2,2,6,6-tetrame-
thylpiperidoxyl (TEMPO) or 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol
(BHT) was added to the reaction system, the yield signicantly
decreased, indicating that TEMPO or BHT had inhibitory effects
on the formation of the desired product 4 (Fig. 2a). In addition,
BHT adduct 6 (see Fig. S3†) was successfully isolated and
conrmed using HR-MS, further supporting the occurrence of
N]O radicals in the system. Intermolecular competition
experiments involving various substituted benzaldehydes under
standard conditions demonstrated that the reaction exhibited
higher efficiency when using benzaldehydes containing
electron-decient substituents (Fig. 2b).

Aerwards, we conducted experiments in the presence of
DMF-d7, D2O, and H2O18 to investigate whether solvent mole-
cules participate in the formation of the isoxazole (refer to
Fig. 2c, Schemes S1 and S2†). When employing DMF/H2O (2 : 1)
or DMF-d7/H2O (2 : 1) as the solvent system, GC-MS analysis
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Mechanistic studies: (a) the effect of radical scavengers TEMPO
and BHT on the domino reaction; (b) competition reaction of 1a/1b,
and 1a/1c, respectively, with 2a; (c) isotope experiments: using DMF
and H2O (I), DMF and D2O (II), DMF-d7 andH2O (III) and DMF and H2O18

(IV) as solvents; (d) experiments for yielding isoxazole 7 via presumed
intermediates 10 and 11.

Fig. 3 Cyclic voltammetry studies at 100 mV s−1 in DMF/H2O (2 : 1)
using tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6, 100 mM)

Edge Article Chemical Science
indicated that isoxazole 4 exhibited 100% abundance atm/z 246
(isoxazole 4, MW= 246.08). However, when DMF/D2O (2 : 1) was
used, 100% abundance was observed at m/z 247. Furthermore,
1H NMR results indicated that the deuteration ratio of the
hydrogen atom at position 4 of the isoxazole 4 skeleton was 88%
(see NMR analysis in Fig. S4†). Notably, when H2O was replaced
with H2O,18 GC-MS analysis showed an unexpected 100%
abundance atm/z 248. This observation may be attributed to the
interaction of TBN with water molecules, resulting in the in situ
generation of a new N]O species (IV). Subsequently, the oxygen
atom from the water was successfully incorporated into the
isoxazole molecule. Therefore, based on our observations, there
are two main sources of nitric oxide species involved in iso-
xazole generation: Pathway one involves the release of N]O
species (III) from TBN, while pathway two entails the interaction
of TBN with water to produce the molecule HNO2, which further
generates the N]O species (IV). These ndings imply that (a)
the solvent water actively participates in the formation of the
isoxazole, (b) the hydrogen atom at position 4 of the isoxazole 4
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
skeleton partly originates from the H2O molecule, and (c) the
oxygen atom of the isoxazole skeleton is derived not only from
TBN but also from H2O (Scheme S2†).

Drawing upon our previous discoveries and relevant
reports,7b,12b,15 we introduced two presumed intermediates, 10
and 11, individually into the reaction (Fig. 2d). When we
changed the mixture of 1a and 2a to 1,3-dicarbonyl compound
10, the isoxazole 4was not detected. However, when 11was used
as a substrate, the product 4 was formed in excellent yield
(91%). This leads us to believe that compound 11 is a plausible
intermediate in the generation of 4. Moreover, kinetic studies
(refer to Fig. S6–S8†) indicated that the reaction exhibited a rst-
order dependence on the concentration of alkene 2 as well as
TBN (3), while a zero-order dependence on the concentration of
aldehyde 1 was observed. These ndings strongly suggest that
in the rate-limiting step of the transformation solely alkene 2
and TBN (3) are involved.

Subsequently, we conducted cyclic voltammetry studies to
assess the oxidative electrochemical transformation (see Fig. 3).
Substrates 1a and 3 exhibited irreversible oxidation peaks at
0.99 and 1.13 V vs. saturated calomel electrode (SCE), respec-
tively. Substrate 2a did not exhibit an obvious oxidation peak
between the potential window used. Interestingly, when
a mixture of substrates 1a, 2a, and 3 was used, the oxidation
potential of 1a was shied to 0.73 V vs. SCE, indicating crucial
anodic oxidation of the substrate. Additionally, irreversible
oxidation of product 4 was observed at potentials beyond 1.25 V
vs. SCE, ensuring that the isoxazole-formation can be carried
out under shown mild constant-potential electrocatalysis.

Based on the aforementioned ndings and existing reports,16

we propose a plausible reaction mechanism, which is depicted
in Scheme 2. Initially, bromine anions from the electrolyte
undergo oxidation at the anode,13 leading to the formation of
bromine radical I. Simultaneously, under thermal conditions,
TBN undergoes homolysis, generating radicals II and III.15 The
reaction commences with the formation of acyl radical A, which
is generated in situ through the reaction of aldehyde 1 with
radical I or II. Subsequently, radical A attacks the double bond
as the electrolyte.

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 1117–1122 | 1119



Scheme 2 Plausible reaction mechanism.
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of alkene, forming a carbon-central radical B. Concurrently,
with the assistance of N]O radical III or IV, compound C is
generated. This is then followed by an isomerization process,
rapidly yielding the crucial intermediate b-carbonyl ketoxime D.
The addition of TFA promotes the dehydration of intermediate
D facilitating the formation of the desired isoxazole F from E.
Simultaneously, F has the potential to undergo hydrogen loss at
site 4 of the isoxazole skeleton when inuenced by a carboxylic
acid anion. Subsequently, it can abstract a proton from
deuterated water molecules to obtain deuterium-substituted
moiety G.
Scheme 3 Electrochemical synthesis of isoxazoles via a four-
component domino reaction. Reaction conditions: 1 (0.75 mmol), 2
(2.25 mmol), 3 (2.25 mmol), n-Bu4NBr (0.75 mmol), TFA (1.50 mmol),
DMF/H2O (2 : 1, 3.0 mL), 100 °C, 6–9 h, CCE @ 10 mA, GF electrodes
(10 mm × 10 mm × 6 mm), Pt electrodes (10 mm × 10 mm × 0.25
mm). Yield of the isolated product. aGram-scale synthesis.
Substrate scope

With the optimized experimental conditions in hand, we pro-
ceeded to explore the viable substrate scope of the four-
component domino reaction using variously substituted alde-
hydes 1 (refer to Scheme 3). The reaction demonstrated high
efficacy in the selective electrochemical alkene annulations,
accommodating aldehydes bearing both electron-donating and
electron-withdrawing groups (4, 7–8, 12–27). A wide range of
functional groups, including cyano (4), alkyl (8, 12–13), ether
(14), chloro (15), nitryl (16), uoro (17), bromo (18–20), tri-
uoromethyl (21–23), and hydroxy (27), were well tolerated
within the four-component domino reaction. Notably, even
challenging substrates such as heterocyclic substrate 4-formyl
pyridine, aliphatic substrate cyclohexane carboxaldehyde, and
condensed ring substrate 2-naphthaldehyde could be efficiently
transformed into the desired products 24, 25, and 26, respec-
tively, with moderate to good yields. Subsequently, the scope
was further extended to various tethered styrene substrates
(refer to Scheme 3). Styrenes bearing tert-butyl (30), nitryl (33),
and chloro (34) substituents effectively furnished the desired
products with good yields. Furthermore, various functional
groups, including alkyl (28), ether (29), bromo (31), and uoro
1120 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 1117–1122
(32), were also well tolerated in the electrochemical annulation
system. The unexpectedly relatively lower yields can be attrib-
uted to the fact that the substrate styrene may undergo
conversion to both the corresponding major product, isoxazole,
and the by-product 5, as evidenced by the results of electro-
chemical annulation and previous ndings.17 Notably, when a-
methyl styrene was used as a substrate, no desired product was
observed, revealing that steric effects are signicantly important
in this transformation. Remarkably, the electrochemical annu-
lation system exhibited excellent functional group tolerance,
enabling the facile assembly of di-substituted isoxazole prod-
ucts, namely 36–40. Moreover, the conguration of product 40
was further conrmed by X-ray crystal diffraction (Scheme 3 and
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 4 Late-stage diversification to access 3,4,5-trisubstituted
isoxazole 41, aminoketone 42, and isoxazoles possessing formyl (43),
phenyl pyridine (44), and amide (45) groups. (For detailed information,
see the ESI†).

Edge Article Chemical Science
ESI†). In our protocol, the electronic properties of the substrate
play a crucial role in product formation. For instance, employ-
ing electron-rich benzaldehyde substrates and electron-
decient olen substrates oen results in yields below 40%.
Additionally, ortho-substituted substrates typically yield only
moderate yields, underscoring the substantial impact of steric
effects in this transformation. Conversely, choosing an electron-
decient benzaldehyde and an electron-rich olen substrate
with reduced steric hindrance can enhance the efficiency of this
reaction.

Late-stage diversication

The exceptional synthetic applicability of the electrochemical
annulation approach was further extended to late-stage diver-
sication (Scheme 4), leading to the formation of synthetically
valuable building blocks and biologically signicant motifs.
Treating isoxazole 4 with 4-bromobenzonitrile in the presence
of a palladium chloride catalyst resulted in the formation of
a particularly noteworthy 3,4,5-trisubstituted isoxazole 41.18

Additionally, isoxazole 4 underwent reaction with hydrogen
peroxide, generating a drug-like compound containing an
amide group (45). Furthermore, the N–O bond within the iso-
xazole skeleton was utilized as a synthon and successfully
cleaved using a copper catalyst, yielding a drug-like molecule,
the b-aminoketone derivative (42).19 Moreover, product iso-
xazole 7 served as a versatile precursor of two synthetically
useful isoxazoles: one possessing a formyl group (43) and
another a phenyl pyridine derivative (44).20 These trans-
formations were achieved through a ruthenium-catalyzed
coupling reaction involving vinylene carbonate and a copper-
catalyzed cyclization reaction involving dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO), respectively.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have introduced an innovative electro-
chemical annulation strategy for the cost-effective assembly of
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3,5-di-substituted isoxazoles, which can be successfully
accomplished by harnessing readily available substrates. The
exceptional versatility of this approach is underscored by its
capacity for late-stage diversication, exemplied through the
synthesis of drug-like molecules and valuable synthons such as
aminoketones, phenyl pyridines, amides, and 3,4,5-tri-
substituted isoxazoles. This four-component domino reaction
stands as a powerful and adaptable route for the construction of
isoxazoles, showcasing signicant potential for the creation of
diverse heterocyclic compounds. Applications of this four-
multicomponent domino reaction hold promising implica-
tions in drug discovery and materials science domains.
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